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This review summarizes three different approaches to engineering systems

for the solar-driven evolution of hydrogen fuel from water: molecular, nano-

materials and biomolecular. Molecular systems have the advantage of being

highly amenable to modification and detailed study and have provided great

insight into photophysics, electron transfer and catalytic mechanism. How-

ever, they tend to display poor stability. Systems based on nanomaterials

are more robust but also are more difficult to synthesize in a controlled

manner and to modify and study in detail. Biomolecular systems share

many properties with molecular systems and have the advantage of display-

ing inherently high efficiencies for light absorption, electron–hole separation

and catalysis. However, biological systems must be engineered to couple

modules that capture and convert solar photons to modules that produce

hydrogen fuel. Furthermore, biological systems are prone to degradation

when employed in vitro. Advances that use combinations of these three

tactics also are described. Multidisciplinary approaches to this problem

allow scientists to take advantage of the best features of biological, molecular

and nanomaterials systems provided that the components can be coupled for

efficient function.
1. Introduction
A key challenge facing society is the provision of energy to support economic

prosperity with responsible environmental stewardship [1]. In 2011, 81% of

all energy use worldwide originated from fossil fuels [2]. As world population

grows and economies develop in the non-legacy world, energy demands will

increase and the energy source predicted to show the most growth is coal

[3–5]. The reliance on fossil fuels for energy has led to increases in worldwide

atmospheric CO2 levels, which rose from 339 ppm in 1980 to surpass 400 ppm

in 2014 [6]. Looking ahead, continuing to meet our energy demand with fossil

fuels is predicted to increase atmospheric CO2 to 900–1100 ppm by 2100 [7].

Although the consequences of this increase in CO2 levels cannot be precisely

predicted, there is scientific consensus that worldwide climate is already

being impacted [8]. To mitigate future impacts of rising CO2 levels while main-

taining world economic growth, development and wide implementation of

carbon-neutral energy sources are necessary.

Of the alternatives to fossil fuels, solar energy is the most abundant, and is

truly renewable and carbon-free. The harvestable solar energy received by the

Earth far exceeds current and future energy needs, and exceeds all other renew-

able energy sources combined [9,10]. Although electricity generation from the

Sun using photovoltaic cells has seen robust growth in recent years, it is pre-

dicted to remain a small share of global electricity generation, increasing

from 0.4% to 2.6% in 2035 [11]. A barrier to wider use of solar energy is that

photovoltaic cells that convert sunlight into electricity are relatively expensive

[12]. Fuelling the recent growth in use of solar energy, however, is a substantial

decrease in the cost of photovoltaic cells in recent years [11]. Nevertheless, there

are structural barriers to the broad implementation of solar energy. The daily

and seasonable variation in solar flux means that availability cannot be con-

trolled and is not linked to demand. Furthermore, solar energy is diffuse and

varies with location [13]. Meeting these challenges requires the development
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Figure 1. General scheme for solar hydrogen production using the reductive
side of water splitting. A photosensitizer is photoexcited followed by energy
transfer to a charge-transfer chromophore. The charge-transfer chromophore
may also be directly excited. (Online version in colour.)
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of methods for storing solar energy so that it can be

dispatched according to demand.

Nature handles the solar energy storage problem through

photosynthesis. In oxygenic photosynthesis, the overall light-

dependent reaction is

2H2O + 2NADPþþ 3ADPþ 3Pi !
O2þ2Hþþ 2NADPHþ 3ADP, (1:1)

where Pi indicates inorganic phosphate. The energy-storing

molecules produced in this light-driven reaction are

NADPH and ATP. NADPH provides reducing equivalents

used in the Calvin–Benson–Bassham cycle that converts

CO2 into triose phosphates (sugars).

Inspired by natural photosynthesis, scientists have been

working toward developing systems for artificial photosyn-

thesis. In artificial photosynthesis, an energy-requiring

chemical reaction is driven by light to produce a fuel. While

there are many reactions that could be used including CO2

and N2 reduction, much of the focus has been on the

water-splitting reaction, which stores 1.23 V of energy:

H2O! 1=2O2 þH2: (1:2)

The resulting hydrogen fuel has the highest specific energy of

combustion per gram of any chemical fuel; however, its

volume energy density is less competitive [14]. Nevertheless,

the volume energy density of hydrogen exceeds that of any

existing batteries and major commercial efforts are underway

to make hydrogen fuel for automotive transportation based

on fuel cells [15,16]. However, hydrogen used in this appli-

cation is produced mainly from natural gas, with CO2 as

one of the by-products. The increasing viability of hydrogen

as a usable fuel drives home the need to develop systems for

its production through artificial photosynthesis.

Accomplishing water splitting requires the capture and

conversion of light energy sufficient to drive the reaction

and catalysis of two half-reactions, the oxidation of water to

yield oxygen and the reduction of protons to yield hydrogen:

H2O� 2 e� ! 1=2O2 þ 2Hþ (1:3)

and

2 Hþþ2e� ! H2: (1:4)

Successfully deriving solar hydrogen from water will require

progress on both of these two reactions and means by which

to couple them. The water oxidation reaction (1.3) has proved

to be a particularly challenging target [17]. It requires

oxidation by four electrons per O2 molecule evolved, for-

mation of an O–O bond and highly oxidizing conditions,

even for catalysts that perform close to the thermodynamic

potential of the reaction. As a result, homogeneous catalysts

that contain organic ligands are typically oxidatively

deactivated. More successful are heterogeneous inorganic cat-

alysts [18,19], but they are challenging to prepare in a

controlled manner and to study and modify systematically.

Another barrier to performing full water splitting is the

need to deliver the electrons and protons produced from

the oxidation reaction to the hydrogen evolution catalyst in

a way that does not interfere with the chemistry on either

side and that yields an overall rapid and efficient

solar-driven process.

As a result of the complications inherent in performing

full water splitting, on-going research in hydrogen evolution

from water often uses sacrificial chemical electron donors,
focusing on the reductive side of water splitting (equation

(1.4)). This approach avoids the problems with water oxi-

dation catalysts and the need to couple the oxidation and

reduction reactions. Ultimately, however, hydrogen pro-

duction from water for widespread use will require either

full water splitting or development of an alternative sustain-

able electron source. An example of an alternative approach

is the implementation of photocathodes that replace the sacri-

ficial electron donor with electrons derived electrochemically

in a photoelectrosynthetic cell [14].

The general strategy for the reductive side of water split-

ting outlined in figure 1 can be guided by the key steps and

requirements of natural photosynthesis [20]. (i) Solar photons

must be efficiently captured by antennae and/or a charge-

transfer chromophore. (ii) The chromophore, upon excitation

directly and/or by energy transfer, forms an electron–hole

pair, which must be separated through charge transfer with

minimal energy loss. (iii) Charge accumulation takes place

for the energy-storing steps that follow. This step may

occur at a charge-transfer module and/or the catalyst.

(iv) Catalysis of the energy-storing bond-forming reaction

takes place. The electrons must be energetic enough to

supply the reducing power needed according to the overpo-

tential of the catalyst. (v) Quenching of the oxidizing

equivalents with a sacrificial electron donor resets the

system. The nature of the process as outlined by these steps

highlights the possibility of taking a modular and an interdis-

ciplinary approach to the development of photosensitizers,

charge-transfer modules and catalysts. Working across disci-

plines allows the integration of results from fields as

disparate as biology and solid-state chemistry and physics.

Of course, while work on the modules may take place inde-

pendently, the components must form a functional

integrated system, and they must be compatible when it

comes to materials, conditions, means of coupling, rates of

the key steps and energetics.

This review summarizes advances in molecular, nano-

materials, biomolecular and biological approaches to the
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development of photosensitizers, charge-transfer modules

and hydrogen-evolution catalysts, with a goal of highlighting

the different ways in which these approaches contribute to

the understanding and development of systems for solar

hydrogen. Examples of combinations of these modules to

provide functional systems also are presented. The successes

seen in the development of assemblies for solar hydrogen

generation that draw components from different fields high-

light the value of a multidisciplinary approach to this

important problem.
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Figure 2. Examples of molecular catalysts for solar hydrogen evolution.
(a) Functional mimic of [FeFe] hydrogenase active site [25]. (b) Early bioin-
spired catalyst for reduction of both CO2 and Hþ [26]. (c) Nickel catalyst with
ligand that can provide second-sphere interactions [27]. (d ) Cobalt diglyoxime
catalyst first reported in the 1980s and used in many laboratories until the
present day [28]. (e) Robust cobalt pentapyridine catalyst that functions in
water at neutral pH [29].
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2. Molecular components for solar hydrogen
generation

The development of molecular systems for solar hydrogen

generation aims to build modules or entire artificial photosyn-

thetic systems on the molecular level. Molecular systems can

be subjected to an exquisitely detailed level of design and

modification through chemical synthesis. Furthermore, their

photophysics and mechanisms of action can be probed in

depth through spectroscopic and kinetics measurements per-

formed on series of judiciously chosen derivatives. While

molecular systems are ideal subjects for detailed study, those

that are complex can be synthetically burdensome, and as a

result not amenable to scale-up. Furthermore, molecular sys-

tems and particularly molecular chromophores are subject to

degradation, thus making them less robust than nanoscale

and solid-state systems (§3) [21,22]. However, the ability to

study molecular systems in depth has been invaluable in the

development and understanding of the fundamental processes

in artificial photosynthesis.

In the field of molecular hydrogen-evolution catalysts, an

emphasis has been on developing inexpensive alternatives to

platinum [23,24]. Thus, natural systems, which consist only of

inexpensive elements, have been an inspiration for the devel-

opment of synthetic molecular catalysts. Some have taken the

approach of making functional models that structurally

resemble the active site of a hydrogenase (hydrogen-

evolving) enzyme (figure 2a), which is made possible by

the availability of high-resolution structures of different

hydrogenases (active sites are given in figure 3) [25,33].

This approach has been shown to be effective in an integrated

system in which a functional mimic is paired with a photo-

sensitizer [34]. Other functional hydrogenase mimics may

incorporate metals such as Fe and Ni used for proton

reduction by nature, but not resemble enzyme active sites

otherwise (figure 2b,c) [26]. On the other hand, catalysts

incorporating inexpensive metals that are not found in natu-

ral hydrogenases such as cobalt [28,35–38] (figure 2d,e) and

molybdenum [39] have been successful. Though many

metal complexes are able to reduce protons to hydrogen,

most of these catalysts have limitations. Often, potentials

much lower than the thermodynamic potential for the reac-

tion are required, representing a limitation on the

photoreductants that can be used and an inefficient use of

energy. Historically, most catalysts were limited to use in

organic solvents, were sensitive to oxygen and operated at

very high overpotentials (over 500 mV and approaching

1 V). However, significant improvements in molecular cata-

lysts have been seen recently as a result of our ability to

access a wide range of different molecular structures through

synthesis and our increased understanding of mechanism.
Molecular catalysts with longevities of over 60 h [29], turn-

over frequencies over 100 000 s21 [40,41], and overpotentials

of only a few hundred millivolts or less [41] have resulted.

There also has been recent progress on molecular catalysts

that are active in water–solvent mixtures [27,40,42] and

even in neutral pH water [29,39]. However, a stable molecu-

lar catalyst that functions in water near neutral pH, displays a

low overpotential, is not sensitive to oxygen and evolves

hydrogen at a rapid rate has not yet been discovered.

To construct a molecular system for artificial photosyn-

thesis, chromophores and charge-transfer modules (if used)

need to be paired with catalysts. As with molecular catalysts,

many molecular chromophores for light absorption, energy

transfer and charge transfer are inspired by nature’s struc-

tures. Molecular synthetic approaches have been essential in

developing our understanding of how to construct systems

that yield the long-lived charge-separated states needed to

provide chemical potential for solar fuel synthesis. Principles

learned through the study of natural photosynthetic systems

have been tested and incorporated in these assemblies

[43–47]. There is an extensive literature on photoinduced

charge separation by molecular chromophores, but a success-

ful chromophore for artificial photosynthesis is defined by

whether it functions in energy conversion when coupled

with an energy-storing catalyst.

Molecular photochemical systems for hydrogen evolution

may be assembled into a structurally defined system via
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covalent or non-covalent interactions (figure 1). Alternatively,

the chromophore and catalyst may be allowed to interact in a

bimolecular fashion through diffusion, or via an electron

shuttle. While simple in concept, many processes must func-

tion well together for success. Ideally, these systems will

absorb light broadly across the solar spectrum and convert

a high proportion of that light energy into chemical potential

sufficient for the catalyst of choice to reduce protons. Further-

more, the resulting energetic electron(s) must be delivered

rapidly to the catalyst, which will require two electrons for

the hydrogen-evolution reaction. With these multiple steps

required, there are many opportunities to waste energy

through back electron transfer, through the need for downhill

electron transfer steps to acceptors or electron shuttles and

ultimately the catalyst, and by the catalyst overpotential.

Although there has been extensive development of

organic charge-transfer chromophores through the years,

the first photosensitizers successfully paired with molecular

hydrogen-evolution catalysts were metal complexes of

noble metals that access charge-transfer excited states, such

as bipyridyl complexes of Ru(II), Ir(III) and Rh(III) [48,49]

and Pt(II) bipyridine or terpyridine acetylide complexes

[50]. In addition to using noble metals, these photosensitizers

exhibit a number of limitations including sometimes requir-

ing high-energy light and exhibiting relatively low molar

absorptivities [14]. Ruthenium(II) trisbipyridine and related

compounds have remained popular chromophores in this

application and have been paired with a variety of hydro-

gen-evolution catalysts in a bimolecular fashion and in

tethered unimolecular systems [37,51]. With the recent

emphasis on developing sustainable systems for solar fuels

came the demonstration of the use of organic dyes as photo-

sensitizers for hydrogen production. Paired with a cobalt

diglyoxime catalyst (figure 2), the organic dye eosin was

shown to serve as a photosensitizer to provide hydrogen

for over 10 h, yielding 900 turnovers if excess ligand was

provided to regenerate catalyst lost through ligand dis-

sociation [52]. While this was the first noble metal-free
system for solar hydrogen evolution, a number of other

noble metal-free molecular systems have followed [14].

Through the study of molecular systems for hydrogen

evolution, considerable gains have been made in understand-

ing key system components and steps [14,37,53,54]. Although

molecular systems have provided insights into mechanism

and have shown vast improvements in performance and in

the use of sustainable elements, they suffer from limitations

in performance. Molecular chromophores are prone to photo-

degradation [21], and molecular catalysts tend to also

undergo degradation over many turnovers [14], thus limiting

longevity of the system. Furthermore, a greater efficiency of

excited state quenching, a decrease in the unproductive

back-reaction, and improvement in the efficiency of the

dark energy-storing reaction are still required to yield a

highly efficient system. Despite the increased understanding

of each step in the overall process, an efficient and practical

molecule-based system for visible light-driven hydrogen

production from water remains elusive.
3. Nanoscale components for solar hydrogen
generation

A complementary approach to the use of molecular systems

for artificial photosynthesis is to use nanoscale systems. The

major advantage of these systems is that they are usually

much more robust than molecular systems upon illumination

and during turnover. Nanoscale or solid-state photosensiti-

zers have seen significant development with the explosion

of interest in nanoscience in recent years. These systems, how-

ever, do pose their own challenges. For one, characterizing

these materials in detail is significantly more difficult than

it is for molecular systems. As a result, reproducibly synthe-

sizing and characterizing components and systems can be

problematic, and mechanistic details often are elusive.

Another challenge is the management of light absorption and

charge-transfer reactions. While semiconductor nanocrystals
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have attractive light-absorbing properties, it can be difficult to

assemble arrays of nanocrystals to achieve efficient and

directional electron transfer within a device. Furthermore,

attaching nanomaterial-based photosensitizers to appropriate

electron acceptors in a structurally and chemically defined

fashion is not straightforward. Nevertheless, the area of

nanoscale systems for solar hydrogen has seen incredible

growth and many exciting developments.

In nano- and mesoscale catalysts for hydrogen evolution,

reactions occur on metal surfaces, semiconductors or metal

oxides [55]. In early studies, colloidal metal (usually platinum

or palladium) catalysts were paired with a molecular photo-

sensitizer ([Ru(bpy)3]2þ being most popular), an electron

shuttle and a sacrificial electron donor to drive the pro-

duction of hydrogen from water [56–59]. Later, platinized

TiO2 was used along with a molecular platinum-based

photosensitizer [60]. Although platinum and palladium

offer a low overpotential for proton reduction, they are rare

and expensive. More recently, with the move toward sustain-

able catalysts, there has been interest in the development

of similarly robust systems consisting of Earth-abundant

elements. Successful inorganic heterogeneous catalysts

include nickel phosphide or cobalt phosphide nanoparticles,

molybdenum and tungsten sulfides, and mixed metal solids

[24,61–65]. Mixed metal solids consisting of nickel and mol-

ybdenum have been studied for years and show excellent

performance, with low overpotentials and high exchange

current densities. Furthermore, photocathodes consisting of

alloys of nickel and molybdenum electrodeposited onto sili-

con substrates have been developed for light-driven H2

production [24,66]. An advantage of these solid-state and

nanoscale systems is that they have the potential of being

durable, low-cost and amenable to scale-up [67,68].

Nanostructured or mesoscopic materials are attractive

light-absorbing and electron-transfer components of systems

for solar hydrogen [67,69–72]. Early studies used wide

band gap semiconductors such as TiO2 and UV radiation

to drive the full water-splitting reaction [69,73–80]. More

recently, nanostructured semiconductors have been used.

For example, branched TiO2 nanorods achieve high photon-

to-current conversion efficiencies and drive hydrogen

evolution using a platinum catalyst. Nanostructures are pro-

posed to improve efficiency because their small diameter

enhances charge separation and transport and their large sur-

face area facilitates hole transfer [81]. Nanostructured Si light

absorbers also have been successfully used as photosensi-

tizers for hydrogen evolution [82,83]. Another attractive

material is Cu2O, a p-type semiconductor that has been

employed as a photocathode in hydrogen production [84,85].

Semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) are an attractive

alternative photosensitizer receiving significant recent atten-

tion that potentially combine the positive qualities of

crystalline semiconductors and small molecules [86,87]. For

example, QDs can be manipulated in solution, but they are

inherently crystalline and thus are more robust than mol-

ecules. QDs also have a much larger absorption cross

section and greater photostability than organic dyes

[88–94]. QDs also have size-tunable qualities, with smaller

QDs exhibiting higher band gaps as a result of quantum

confinement effects [95]. Thus, the excited state of a QD

material is expected to be more reducing than that of the

bulk material. QDs have been demonstrated to be highly

robust photosensitizers for the hydrogen-evolution reaction
(figure 4). In a seminal study, it was shown that the

irradiation of a system consisting of dihydrolipoic acid-

capped CdSe QDs, Ni(NO3)2 precatalyst and the electron

donor ascorbic acid in water evolves hydrogen for over

360 h, giving over 600 000 turnovers [96]. The quantum

yield for hydrogen production was over 38% in water and

over 66% in a 1 : 1 water–ethanol mixture. The turnover fre-

quency was also exceptionally high; over 7000 turnovers

per hour were achieved, which is comparable with the

activity of noble metal nanoparticle catalysts. While this

result represents an outstanding system in terms of perform-

ance, there remain many questions about how it functions

including what state serves to donate the electron and what

the active form of the catalyst is. Other applications of semi-

conductor QDs as photoexcitable donors for small-molecule

catalysts have been reported, but most have catalyst lifetimes

that are fairly short (less than 24 h) and/or turnover numbers

per catalyst that are not greatly improved over leading

organic dye photosensitizers (less than 10 000) [97–99]. A

recent exception is a report in which CdTe QDs were com-

bined with CoCl2 to form a catalyst in situ [100]. This

system was active for 70 h and achieved over 59 000 turnovers

with respect to a single catalyst molecule. However, the turn-

over frequency was modest, around 1000 turnovers per hour.

In addition to serving as photosensitizers, nanostructured

materials also have been used to enhance photoinduced

charge separation. While TiO2 requires UV excitation, the use

of CdS nanowires is able to drive hydrogen generation using

visible light [101]. ZnO nanowires are able to carry a photocur-

rent that could be used for hydrogen evolution when

sensitized by CdSe QDs [102]. Carbon nanotubes (NTs) pro-

vide an attractive structure for separating charge and

transporting electrons. NTs are chemically robust, making

them stable supports for catalysts, and they also transfer elec-

trons over large distances with minimal resistance [103]. As a

result NTs have been shown to be effective electron acceptors

in applications for energy conversion [104–106]. It has been

shown that photoexcited porphyrins inject electrons into NTs

in porphyrin–NT conjugates [107], and that these assemblies

produce long-lived electron–hole pairs on the NT surface

[108,109]. NTs also have been reported to produce hydrogen

with dye sensitizers using all reaction components in a

single solution [110]. The attachment of biomimetic molecular

hydrogen-evolution catalysts to carbon NTs has been shown to

result in a long-lived material for hydrogen evolution [111].

Nanomaterials including NTs and QDs also have been inter-

faced with biological molecules for hydrogen production, as

discussed in the following section. However, NTs have not

yet been successfully used as components in a system for
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artificial photosynthesis that is structurally well defined and

well characterized.

Nanoscale components of systems for artificial photosyn-

thesis show significant advantages over molecular systems in

terms of durability. On the downside, these systems are rela-

tively difficult to assemble in a controlled manner and to

characterize in detail. As a result, there remain many ques-

tions about how to engineer these systems to optimize and

tune their functions. Nevertheless, the durability and high

activity offered by nanoscale systems indicate that they

will remain a focus of research in artificial photosynthesis

going forward.
Figure 5. Structure of photosystem I from the cyanobacterium Synechococcus
elongatus. The polypeptide is shown in ribbon format, and the bound
chromophores as sticks [116]. (Online version in colour.)
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4. Biological components for solar hydrogen
generation

Nature’s biomolecular structures for photosynthesis and

proton reduction inspire many of the molecular systems

described above. In the light reactions of photosynthesis, bio-

logical molecules make use of macrocyclic conjugated

chromophores such as porphyrins and chlorins (along with

other pigments and metal ions) for light absorption, energy

transfer, generation of a charge-separated state and subsequent

energy-storing electron transfers [112]. Furthermore, the inspi-

ration for many of the molecular catalysts for hydrogen

evolution comes from the structure and function of natural

hydrogenases [33,113–115]. Recently, chemists have turned

to concepts from biology such as the use of proton relays to

deliver substrate to the active site, resulting in an increase in

the efficiency of molecular catalysts [40,41]. Rather than work-

ing to mimic biology, another approach is to use nature’s

highly evolved biomolecular structures directly in assemblies

for artificial photosynthesis. For solar hydrogen production,

photosystem I (PSI) and hydrogenase enzymes are the most

relevant biological structures, and will be the focus herein.

PSI is an integral membrane protein complex that carries

out photosynthetic light reactions in algae, plants and some bac-

teria (figure 5) [117]. It absorbs visible light and generates a

charge-separated state, transferring the electron to a ferredoxin,

which donates electrons to the enzyme ferredoxin-NADPþ

oxidoreductase that catalyses the two-electron reduction of

NADPþ to NADPH, a biological reductant used in a number

of processes including CO2 fixation. The hole generated in

this process is filled by a soluble biomolecular electron donor

such as the haemeprotein cytochrome c6 or the copper protein

plastocyanin. By interfacing PSI with an appropriate catalyst

in place of its biological acceptor, PSI can be used as a

module for converting light energy to chemical potential that

is stored in a fuel.

The earliest systems that made use of nature’s light

absorption and charge-transfer machinery in solar hydrogen

generation consisted of chloroplasts that were modified by

precipitation of platinum [118]. Similarly, PSI modified with

platinum [119] or electrostatically attached platinum nano-

particles [120,121] produces hydrogen photocatalytically. A

more structurally defined system was created by covalent

tethering of a gold or platinum nanoparticle to the terminal

(FB) iron–sulfur cluster of PSI [122]. These systems use ascor-

bate as a sacrificial electron donor and biological electron

shuttles such as cytochrome c6 or plastocyanin to reduce

PSI. The use of the biological electron-transfer partners

ensures that the electrons are delivered efficiently to the
correct site on the macromolecular complex. Getting away

from using noble metal catalysts, a complex between a coba-

loxime catalyst and PSI has been prepared by self-assembly

and shown to drive light-driven hydrogen evolution with a

respectable turnover number of 5200 mol H2 (mol PSI)21.

The activity of this system levels off after 1.5 h [123]. In com-

parison, the PSI–platinum system yields less than 80 000 mol

hydrogen (mol PSI)21 in 5 h. The development of catalysts

using Earth-abundant materials that provide activity that

rivals platinum in these systems still is needed. At the same

time, even the system using the platinum catalyst lasts a rela-

tively short period of 5 h. A challenge with the use of nature’s

photosystems in assemblies or devices is that they are

damaged by sunlight. In vivo, repair mechanisms are in

place [124], but in vitro and in devices, photodamage is a

major limitation. For this reason, as noted above, more

robust photosensitizers consisting of nanomaterials have

come into greater favour.

Nature provides not only elegant systems for light

absorption and charge transfer but also highly efficient cata-

lysts for hydrogen evolution. Hydrogenases are enzymes that

catalyse the reversible reduction of protons to hydrogen [125].

They are remarkable for using Earth-abundant metals in their

active sites and displaying an activity comparable with that

of platinum [126]. They have low overpotentials and very

high activities, producing 100–10 000 moles of hydrogen

per enzyme molecule per second [125,127–129]. There are

three main families of hydrogenases. The [FeFe] hydroge-

nases have a diiron active site, the [NiFe] hydrogenases

have a dinuclear nickel–iron active site and the [Fe] hydroge-

nases have a mononuclear iron active site (figure 3). Many

hydrogenases are quite oxygen sensitive, but some are

oxygen tolerant and some have been engineered to increase

oxygen tolerance [130].

Hydrogenases have been coupled to semiconductor sur-

faces or colloids with hydrogen production induced by

irradiating the semiconductor, causing the transfer of an ener-

getic electron to the hydrogenase to drive the proton reduction

reaction. For example, hydrogenase from a hyperthermophilic

organism was used in a device in which anodized tubular TiO2

electrodes were derivatized with the enzyme to evolve hydro-

gen upon UV illumination [131,132]. In order to use visible

light, similar constructs have used either ruthenium-based

[133] or porphyrin [134] photosensitizers on TiO2 nanoparticles

coupled to a hydrogenase. To prepare assemblies driven by
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visible light that use robust nanoparticle photodonors while

avoiding the need for a molecular photosensitizer, semicon-

ductor QDs and related structures are attractive. For example,

hydrogenase has been attached to CdS nanorods or nanocrys-

talline CdTe for photocatalytic reduction of protons to

hydrogen upon illumination at 405 nm [135,136]. While com-

bining QDs with hydrogenases arguably brings together a

highly robust photosensitizer and an extremely efficient cata-

lyst, results on integrated systems have been disappointing.

While these systems can have high initial turnover rates

[135], they generally show poor longevity [135,136] and can

have low overall turnover numbers [137]. Possible weak links

in the nanocrystal–hydrogenase system are a poor yield of

electron injection into the hydrogenase and a loss of hydro-

genase activity when modified with the nanomaterial. These

results are an example of how using individually optimized

components of an assembly for artificial photosynthesis may

not yield an efficient system. The linkage between the com-

ponents also has to be considered, along with the energies

they require and the rates for the processes that they carry out.

One way to improve the electrical contact from photodonor

to hydrogenase catalyst is to engineer a molecular wire from

the electron donor to the hydrogenase. These kinds of highly

engineered systems have been created by linking PSI to a

hydrogenase, thus using biomolecules for both light-induced

electron–hole separation and for catalysis. The approach is

to add a synthetic linker that coordinates the FB iron–sulfur

cluster on the surface of PSI directly to the distal iron–sulfur

cluster of a hydrogenase [138]. A [FeFe] hydrogenase was

attached in this way to PSI to yield an artificial biomolecular

photocatalytic assembly. Upon illumination with broad-

spectrum light in the presence of ascorbate as an electron

donor and soluble cytochrome c6 as an electron shuttle, hydro-

gen was produced at a rate of 30 mmol per mg of chlorophyll

per hour. Notably, the construct showed little loss of activity

after storage for up to 64 days [138]. The rate was increased

further to 2200 mmol per mg of chlorophyll per hour by tether-

ing the cytochrome c6 to PSI. The authors note that the

corresponding electron-transfer rate is greater than overall

electron-transfer rate through PSI in cyanobacteria [139].

An alternative to the use of nature’s hydrogenases is to

engineer non-hydrogenase biomolecules to take on hydroge-

nase activity. This approach requires introducing a novel

function to a biomolecule and is less likely to result in the effi-

cient systems that evolution yields, but also allows the

researcher to use a robust and easily engineered biochemical

architecture for the catalytic site. This protein engineering

approach also allows the testing of hypotheses regarding

how active site structure influences function. The engineering

of artificial hydrogenases is at an early stage, but there are a

few examples in the literature. One method is to introduce a

known molecular catalyst into a biomolecular architecture.

For example, a cobalt diglyoxime catalyst has been introduced

into the haeme-binding pocket of myoglobin to yield hydro-

gen-evolution activity under neutral aqueous conditions

[140]. Alternatively, complexes between catalysts and peptides

have been created. The advantage of this approach is that the

peptides can enhance water solubility and provide second-

sphere interactions with the catalyst active site [141]. Using

this approach, nickel catalysts have been modified with

peptides to facilitate the introduction of second-sphere inter-

actions and proton relays [142]. One peptide–catalyst model

system was formed by attaching a peptide to iron carbonyl
thiolate resembling the hydrogenase active site [143]. Another

catalyst–peptide complex was prepared by digestion of horse

cytochrome c to yield the 11-residue haeme peptide known as

microperoxidase-11 followed by substitution of iron with

cobalt. The resulting catalyst has a turnover number of more

than 20 000 for hydrogen evolution and functions in neutral

water in the presence of oxygen [144].

The use of biomolecules in assemblies for photocatalytic

hydrogen evolution not only has a long history but also is

seeing rapid recent development, in particular, in the area

of engineered hydrogenases. With the great interest in devel-

oping environment friendly, non-toxic, water-soluble systems

for artificial photosynthesis, biomolecular approaches are

expected to continue to be of increasing interest to research-

ers. Another advantage of biomolecular systems that has

only begun to be explored is the potential to engineer sub-

strate channels and specific interactions with the catalytic

active site through judicious choice of biomolecular scaffold

for the catalyst and by engineering that scaffold. At the

same time, biomolecular systems offer challenges. It is diffi-

cult to compete with nanoscale and solid-state systems

when it comes to durability, and the preparation and modifi-

cation of biomolecules can be more challenging in some cases

than chemical synthesis of catalysts or photosensitizers.

Nevertheless, the area of engineered biomolecular systems

for solar hydrogen is expected to continue to grow.

Another biology-based approach to energy conversion is

to make use of biological molecules or microbes in bioelectro-

chemical systems in which bacteria interact with electrodes to

donate or accept electrons. Electron shuttles may be excreted

by the bacterium, or added to the system. Also, the bacteria

may interact with the electrode through diffusion or by form-

ing a biofilm on the electrode. A number of different electron

acceptors can typically be used by electrogenic bacteria, and

thus the bacteria can be compatible with a range of cell

designs and electrode materials [145]. In one class of these

systems, microbial electrolysis cells, hydrogen evolution is

driven in a system in which microbes supply electrons to

the anode, and a fuel such as hydrogen is evolved at the cath-

ode, which is typically platinum. A supplemental voltage is

applied to overcome the barrier for hydrogen formation

(figure 6) [146–148]. This set-up does not convert solar

energy, but could be modified to do so. An example of a
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microbial electrolysis set-up that could store light energy in

the form of hydrogen upon modification makes use of a

nanowire array as a photocathode and a film of electrogenic

bacteria on the anode. This cell produces a current upon

irradiation with white light, and the authors note that if pro-

tons served as electron acceptors at the cathode of their

device, hydrogen would be produced [149]. Subsequently, a

microbial fuel cell has been coupled to a photoelectrochem-

ical cell. In this configuration, the microbial fuel cell

provides electrons to the photoelectrochemical cell in which

irradiation of the TiO2 photoanode drives water splitting

[150]. Another interesting bioelectrocatalysis approach for

solar H2 would incorporate both H2 production and con-

sumption in one unit to produce electricity. A precedent is

given by the successful use of an H2-consuming hydrogenase

enzyme electrode for production of electricity [151]. In the

future, a system could be imagined that would use light to

drive H2 production by cyanobacteria and direct the resulting

solar H2 to a hydrogenase-based fuel cell to produce electri-

city. The use of microbes to generate hydrogen, to assist

with light conversion and/or electron-transfer steps, and

also to convert hydrogen to electricity is a flourishing area

that is expected to show significant future growth.

Biomolecular systems for solar hydrogen may be considered

a subset of molecular systems, and thus they carry many of the

same positive features and drawbacks, while offering unique

opportunities and challenges. For one, both biomolecular and

molecular chromophores are prone to photodegradation. The

biological systems have the advantage that they have evolved

repair mechanisms to provide the needed longevity. However,

these systems are not in place when the isolated photosystems

are incorporated into an engineered system. One solution to

this problem is to make use of organisms rather than isolated bio-

molecules so that the elegant biological repair systems remain in

place, as is seen in some bio-photoelectrochemical systems. Iden-

tifying novel ways to make use of biology’s ‘self-healing’

capabilities is a direction that requires additional effort. Another

advantage of biomolecular systemsthat is shared with molecular

systems is that they may be manipulated and studied at atomic-

level resolution. Understanding systems at this level of detail,

however, is more challenging for biomolecules given their

larger size. Furthermore, synthetic approaches that are com-

monly used to modify molecular catalysts or chromophores to

understand detailed structure–reactivity relationships are

rarely applicable to biological systems. An exception is when

synthetic molecules are incorporated into biomolecular frame-

works; in this case, a series of changes in the catalyst may be

made before constructing the ‘holo-protein’ hybrid construct.

While small-molecule catalysts have the advantage of being

amenable to detailed synthetic modifications, biomolecular fra-

meworks provide an abundance of pathways for the

engineering of second-sphere interactions and substrate-recog-

nition sites. Although these kinds of interactions have been

built into synthetic catalysts, introducing and controlling such

complex structures can require elaborate ligand designs, and

may not place functional groups where intended.
5. The case for a global artificial photosynthesis
effort

Some of the most exciting efforts in the development of sys-

tems for solar hydrogen are seen at the interface between
fields. Interactions of microbes with electrode materials, the

modification of nanostructures with biomolecules, and the

attachment of synthetic molecules to nanocrystals are

examples of advances at the interface. Thus, developing effi-

cient, robust and environmentally benign systems for

artificial photosynthesis will require the continued advance-

ment of research in these diverse fields as well as

interactions between groups with different areas of expertise.

Importantly, results on integrated systems for artificial photo-

synthesis underline that the real challenge lies in effectively

coupling the components. The development of efficient and

robust systems for solar hydrogen generation and for artificial

photosynthesis more broadly is most likely to succeed if we

can capitalize on the diverse expertise of research groups

across the globe, and encourage and support exchange of

ideas and collaborations between these groups.

A key question is how to establish, encourage, and sup-

port a global artificial photosynthesis (GAP) effort toward

developing efficient, inexpensive and environmentally

benign artificial photosynthetic systems. Such a project

would need to raise the public profile of the importance of

artificial photosynthesis and address legal issues as well as

support and develop the science [152,153]. In this review,

the advantages and disadvantages of approaches to one

form of artificial photosynthesis, storing solar energy in the

form of hydrogen, spanning a wide range of scientific disci-

plines have been highlighted. A conclusion is that since

each approach offers unique pluses and minuses, any major

GAP effort must encompass a wide range of approaches rep-

resented by but not limited to those described in this review.

The nature of the modern scientist is to be specialized, a

necessity that comes from ever-increasing depth of knowl-

edge and technological developments. While having a

specialty does not bar any researcher or research group

from tackling a system from multiple angles, any one

researcher or group will usually have an area with which

they are most experienced. A GAP project will benefit from

capitalizing on this experience and depth while also building

bridges between researchers to allow development of science

at the interface. Thus, a proposal is that a global system for

supporting artificial photosynthesis research would fund

single-principal investigator (PI) grants, multi- (approx. two

to five) PI grants and centres of excellence. The single-PI

grants would be distributed to fund focused research on

the individual components using specific approaches to capi-

talize on the recognized expertise of individual PIs and their

laboratories. The multi-PI grants would fund focused efforts

at the interface between areas. As has been illustrated a

number of times in this review, the fact that individual

components function well does not mean that they will func-

tion well in combination, and thus efforts that develop the

photosynthetic modules in parallel while testing their com-

patibility and performance are needed. Finally, the centres

of excellence would organize the development, testing

and scale-up of the most successful integrated systems for

artificial photosynthesis that arise from the multi-PI efforts.

A GAP project would require funds drawn internationally

and distributed internationally. Any system accomplishing

this would necessarily be complex and cannot be fully out-

lined in a short review. However, a few general principles

will be outlined here. Firstly, the establishment of an inter-

national fund for the support of GAP research would need

to draw on governmental funds. A model for such a funding
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system that spans multiple countries is the European

Research Council. Alternatively, funds might be solicited

from philanthropic organizations. A challenge with the phi-

lanthropic route is that these organizations may not be

willing to give up control of the distribution of the funds in

order for them to be used in the most effective way. With

government funding, the participating governments would

agree that the funds would be used for this purpose and dis-

tributed broadly among the participating countries. This

model would support the ethical principle that natural photo-

synthesis is a common heritage of humanity that should be

administered through an agency that sees that photosyn-

thesis-related technology is developed for the good of

humanity. The distribution of the funds would be adminis-

tered by an international governing board advised by peer

reviewers. Funding would consider diversity and quality in

science and also geography. In order to encourage partici-

pation by individual countries, a promise of direct benefit

at home would be made by linking geographical distribution

of funds to some extent to the amount of funds provided by
the participating country. Furthermore, the funding would be

set up to encourage collaboration and the development of full

functional systems rather than decades-long study on a single

isolated component. The single-PI grants would have a lim-

ited time frame (e.g. a 3-year grant that can be renewed

only once), after which these PIs would be eligible to apply

only under the multi-PI mechanism. The idea is that individ-

ual PIs would come together to propose integrated systems

for funding going forward. The centres of excellence would

serve as resources for all participants by providing special-

ized equipment, technical expertise and by performing

benchmarking. To highlight these centres and to encourage

collaboration, the centres would hold annual conferences

for current PIs and other interested researchers.
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